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ABSTRACT
This document presents data on G&N system performance and operation for
the CM. For data on the effects of Block II and of measured CM IMU test data
deviation uncertainties on earth orbit insertion indication uncertainties and on deorbit
burn and reentry uncertainties, the reader is referred to E-2760, the G&N error
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 Positions 5 and 6 are lab test only.
1
G&N MISSION RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
Failure rates used were obtained, for the most part, from observed Apollo field
and flight experience of the PGNS. Each reported failure was analyzed with respect
to its likelihood of occurrence in flight and the impact on the Mission should such
failure occur. The result was to count only those reported failures which could




































































































































CM = 0. 93736
^Considers parallel redundancy (l-(l-e ) )






































DEFINITION OF POSITIVE SENSE
PIPA INPUT-AXIS MISALIGNMENTS
with respect to





























































DEFINITION OF POSITIVE SENSE
IRIG INPUT-AXIS MISALIGNMENTS
with respect to
IDEAL STABLE MEMBER AXES
IMU S/N 25
CM l l l /G&N 215
IRIGs PIPAs
X = 8 A 1 2 8 X=2AP110R
Y = 8 A 1 2 1 • Y = 2AP276
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STANDARD DEVIATION (la) OF THE IRIG AND PIPA
PARAMETER UNCERTAINTIES USED FOR
MISSION PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
CM 111, IMU 25
PARAMETER .. .




Accelerometer Bias (cm/sec ) 0.01 0.06 0.11
Scale Factor (SF/SF ppm) ' 29 48 21
IRIGs
Data Compilation Period
12/05/74 - 5 /05/75
Bias Drift (MERU) 0.5 0.9 0.4
ADSRA (MERU/g) 1.9 0.2 0.7
ADIA (MERU/g) 2.8 2.5 1.4
ADOA (MERU/g) 0.1 0.4 0.2
Data is based upon performance in the IMU. Point-to-point stability in
operation is much better than the above data.
PROPOSED GYRO AND ACCELEROMETER
PERFORMANCE COMPENSATIONS
PARAMETER
IMU Axis X. Y Z.
PIPAs
p
Accelerometer Bias (cm/sec ) +0.03 -0.31 -0.03
Scale Factor (SF/SF ppm) -290 -980 -520
IRIGs
Bias Drift (MERU) +0.7* +1.6 +3.0
ADSRA (MERU/g) + 3 - 5 - 1
ADIA (MERU/g) +22 -13 -5






































A. C. Electronics (presently Delco Electronics)
Adjusted
Acceleration Sensitive Drift Due to Acceleration along the OA
Binary Current Switch
Bias Adjusted












Guidance & Navigation PIPA Alignment








North American Rockwell (presently Rockwell International, Inc.)
Nominal Bus Voltage
Out of Spec





This section was extracted from the MIT/IL Report E-1142 (Rev. 59)
"SYSTEM STATUS REPORT". It is included in this report for convenience.
Electrical power and energy reporting is based upon the inflight spacecraft
sequence of events for the Design Reference Mission as developed by the Apollo
Mission Planning Task Force (AMPTF). (Reference GAEC Report Volume III -
LED-540-12, dated October 30, 1964).
The accompanying diagrams present the power drawn through the spacecraft
circuit breakers. It is assumed that power is drawn from the spacecraft's primary
+ 28VDC supply and a 400 cps-115 VAC single-phase inverter.
Intermittent power peaks can exist, particularly during operation of displays
and controls at random times. The energy content in these peaks is considered
negligible. • •• • • •
All values (except those mentioned above) are actual expected levels of power
at 28. 0 VDC. They are based on measured values on G&N systems 207 and 208 for
the Block II Command Module. No margin factor has been applied to protect against
possible differences between G&N systems and spacecrafts. Thus, these values
should not be taken as "not to exceed" extremes.
The following Interface Control Documents serve as the guidelines for
reporting power figures.
CM Block II MH01-01327-216 "G&N Electrical Input Power" signed 15 July 1965.
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BIOCK H GUIDANCE A NAVIGATION LOAD ON PRIMARY *28 VOC COMMAND MODULE
MSIO UPON 1WJ HOURS II?' OAYI LUNAR ORBIT MISSION
OCSIGN RtFEftf NCE MISSION STATUS OCTOBER 1W7
REFERENCE CAfC RfPORT - LEOS40-I?. 30 OCTOBER I«M













• J97W All SYSTTMS OPERATING
• ?45?7W HOURS TOTAL MISSION
EXCEPT EYEPIECE HEATERS.
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